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Reviewer’s report:

First of all I think this article is interesting for those persons, especially scientists and policymakers, who are involved in or responsible for admittance procedures of International Medical Graduates. Of course the outcome of this study is also very important for the subjects of this research project: the migrant physicians. The researchers did their work thoroughly. A response rate of 57% is quite high, especially considering the target group of this study.

Of course I have some remarks for the researchers and I hope they can answer my questions.

1. distribution of questionnaires; no information is given (line 106 and further; line 504) about how the researchers obtained names, e-mail addresses etc. of the MPs in Sweden. Was the Department of Health involved in this study? Did the Department of Health gave a contribution to this research by giving the names and e-mail addresses of MPs? If the researchers were not supported by the Department of Health, how did the researchers obtain data on MPs in Sweden?

2. in this study the position of junior doctors (e.g. line 118 and further and line 178 and further) is mentioned. In this section (response and respondents' demographics) the researchers state: "A few had worked as junior doctors ..... previous to enrolling in the CPP ...." I understand that MPs can work as medical assistants, nurses, etc. before enrolling in the CPP. But CPP is necessary for licensing to practice as a medical doctor in Sweden. Is a junior doctor not licensed to work as a medical doctor?

3. the routes that lead to a Swedish license to practice (line 110 and further) is difficult to understand. Am I right when I conclude that the Mandatory Medical Internship (MMI) is part of the Complementary Program for Physicians (CPP)? How is it possible that the CPP lasts for 10 months (line 113) and the MMI, which is part of CPP, lasts for 18-21 months (line 115)?

4. question with regard to the status of the MMI. Onwards line 262 it becomes clear that the MMI is mandatory not only for MPs but also for Swedish trained doctors and EEA-trained doctors. If I see it correctly the situation is as follows. For MPs the CPP is a first phase necessary for licensing as a medical doctor, but without MMI (second phase) a MP becomes fully licensed?

5. I guess that typing mistakes can be corrected by the editor, but on line 294 the word "heterogenic" should be changed in "homogenic".
6. The outcomes of this research are very much congruent with my PhD-research (Herfs, PGP, 2011; International Medical Graduates in the Netherlands). I missed referral to this study.
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